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Long range hero shot, jump cut to close up

Product details in quality showcased 
Wakes from sleep, sits into close up/ focus
Breathing hard, cold seat, he gets a grip
Her arm grabs him, across the shoulder

TWSM
Sound of two solid objects, locked in, strength
Logo shimmers, grows at 5%
Fade to black, FIN

She appears, her word: Yes echoes

Dove slow motion, transition

They kiss, white out explosion, life ashes
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Simultaneous notications sent

Messages received while in travel

Arrival to hotel/ lodging area Box arrival at door, four times 

Close up of bell strike at concierge desk
Text notifcation audible, knocks at the  door Light from the re in the box hits his face

An article is liberate, pulled up and displayed

Sounds of a boxer cutter to card board Flash burn transition to slow motion
From toe to head, jib up as he walks down
Crew coming together at base of stairs
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Slow motion match strike, cigar lit

Smoke transition to faded over lay, type text
Scrolls down site with thumb ick

The Wedding Store for Men |

Thumbs tapping screen rapidly
Menu over lay appears with sound bite
Followed by animated text bubbles

What we wearing?

Got u

Group text message reads “She Said Yes”
All men respond in approval 
Reaction of congratulations
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Text message recieved
All pause for a moment

Light leads transition

Tears slowly fall
He stands to smile
She nods her head

Her hand trembles

Ring glides on nger
He smirks condently

His hands raise clearly
Kneels in slow motion
He takes a knee

See wings ap clearly

Bee at normal speed
Lands in slow motion
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